Zetron Command Mobility Solutions
Command & Control on the Go

At times, communications have to be monitored, made, and even managed from outside the confines of the multi-screen stationary
operator consoles in the communications room. Since the room can’t move, mission critical operations require nimble tools that enable
them to answer the call and direct subsequent traffic, response, activities, etc., from disparate locations. For this reason, Zetron provides
mobility solutions that offer users the same advanced capabilities they’re accustomed to having in MAX Systems while at their full time
console position.

Common Mobile
Command Use Cases
MAX Systems Laptop Bundles

While laptop monitors, keyboards, speakers, and microphones
generally aren’t the ergonomic ideal for full time use, they
can provide a temporary and/or supplemental means for
maintaining operations as needed. So laptop bundles are
available for MAX Call Taking, MAX Dispatch, and MAX CAD that
all provide the full capabilities of the respective MAX solutions,
without being bound to an immobile workstation.

CommandIQ

CommandIQ is an innovative portable workstation designed for
robust functionality in a compact unit that’s easy to store, transport,
and quickly activate to provide a fully operational dispatch
station from anywhere connectivity is available. The traditional
audio handset combined with sleek touch screen operation
gives CommandIQ the perfect mix of capability and mobility for
temporary applications where traditional or permanent operator
workstations aren’t convenient, practical, or necessary. CommandIQ
delivers all the functionality of a typical dispatch workstation in a
highly durable, portable, and user friendly package.

There are countless diverse
applications for Zetron’s
Command & Control Mobility
solutions within public
safety, utilities, transportation,
healthcare, higher education and other
organizations where maintaining reliable
and “always on” communications is crucial. Following are just a
few examples of where they’re being used by Zetron customers
today:
• Admin/Supervisor Positions – Whether adjacent to full time
operator positions or in an office across the hall, the ability
to monitor and if necessary engage in incident response
or handling without being at a full console is important to
center operations management.
• Emergency Operations Centers (EOC) – When portability, a
compact footprint, and quick set-up are vital to managing
and delivering remote communications, mobile command
solutions are vital to maintaining field operations in rugged
and/or diverse environments.
• Special Events – On-site communications stations are often
required when operating large events to manage crossfunctional and multi-organizational personnel across large
venues.
• Remote Back-up Locations – Redundancy is a business
continuity necessity for disaster preparedness, but limited
space and budget often don’t make it practical to equip backup facilities similarly to the primary communications center,
so mobile command consoles are an ideal solution.
• Mobile Command Centers – For events better managed in the
field, more lightweight, transportable, and durable equipment
than what’s used in the communications center enables
teams to be where the action while staying connected.

Zetron’s Command & Control Mobility solutions enable organizations to maintain mission critical communications regardless of where
those communications require their resources to be. Find out more about Zetron solutions at www.zetron.com.
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